Article 47. Noncompliance or Violation of Legal Acts regulating radiation protection of human and physical protection of sources of ionizing radiation

1. Noncompliance or violation of Legal Acts regulating radiation protection of human and physical protection of sources of ionizing radiation shall incur fine for persons from sixty to one hundred forty euros and for heads of economic entities or other responsible persons – from one hundred forty euros to three hundred euros.

2. The administrative offence foreseen in Paragraph 1 of this Article committed repeatedly shall incur fine for persons from one hundred forty euros to three hundred euros and for heads of economic entities or other responsible persons – from five hundred forty euros to one thousand two hundred euros.

3. Import of radioactive materials to the territory of the Republic of Lithuania, export from the Republic of Lithuania, transit of such materials or transportation in the territory of the Republic of Lithuania without a duly issued permit shall incur fine for persons from three hundred euros to five hundred sixty euros and for heads of economic entities or other responsible persons – from five hundred sixty euros to one thousand two hundred euros.

4. For administrative offences foreseen in Paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 of this Article confiscation of sources of ionizing radiation, radioactive waste or goods polluted by radioactive materials can be applied.

Article 127. Illegal engaging in commercial, economic, financial or professional activities

1. Engaging in commercial, economic, financial or professional activities without having a licence (permit) for the activity which requires licence (permit), or otherwise illegally engaging in such activities shall incur fine from three hundred ninety euros to one thousand one hundred fifty euros.

2. The administrative offence foreseen in Paragraph 1 of this Article committed repeatedly shall incur fine from one thousand forty euros to two thousand four hundred euros.

[...]

Article 141. Violation of the Law on control of strategic goods of the Republic of Lithuania and other legal acts

Violation of the rules of licensing or control of export, import, transit and brokering of strategic goods shall incur fine for persons from ninety euros to one hundred seventy euros and for heads of economic entities or foreign economic entities and branches of other organizations or other responsible persons – from three hundred to five hundred sixty euros.
Article 242. Emission of pollutants into the atmosphere

1. Emission of pollutants into the atmosphere exceeding the norms indicated in the permit or violating other conditions of the permit for emission of pollutants, or emission of pollutants into the atmosphere exceeding the environmental norms provided in legal acts or other requirements for emission of pollutants into the atmosphere when a permit for the emission of pollutants into the atmosphere is not required by legal acts,
   shall incur fine for persons from sixty euros to three hundred euros and for heads of economic entities or other responsible persons – from one hundred seventy euros to one thousand one hundred seventy euros.

2. Emission of pollutants into the atmosphere without a dully issued permit, when permit is required by legal acts,
   shall incur fine for persons from one hundred twenty euros to five hundred eighty euros and for heads of economic entities or other responsible persons – from three hundred euros to one thousand four hundred fifty euros.

3. The administrative offences foreseen in Paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article committed repeatedly,
   shall incur fine for persons from two hundred seventy euros to one thousand two hundred euros and for heads of economic entities or other responsible persons – from five hundred euros to three thousand euros.

4. Noncompliance with the requirements of account and reporting about pollutants emitted into the atmosphere except for the activities foreseen in Article 236 of this code,
   shall incur fine for persons from sixty euros to one hundred twenty euros and for heads of economic entities or other responsible persons – from one hundred twenty euros to three hundred euros.

Article 245. Pollution of environment with radioactive materials

1. Pollution of environment with radioactive materials, transportation, use, possession or disposal at waste disposal facility of such materials violating environmental requirements
   shall incur fine for persons from six hundred euros to eight hundred fifty euros and for heads of economic entities or other responsible persons – from five hundred fifty to one thousand two hundred euros.

2. The administrative offence foreseen in Paragraph 1 of this Article committed repeatedly,
   shall incur fine from one thousand four hundred to three thousand euros.

3. For administrative offences foreseen in Paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article confiscation of the sources of ionizing radiation (except for generators of ionizing radiation), radioactive waste and goods polluted by radioactive materials can be applied.

Article 320. Noncompliance with or violation of normative of other legal acts regulating nuclear safety, physical protection of nuclear installations, nuclear materials and nuclear fuel cycle materials, radiation protection of activities with sources of ionising radiation in the area of nuclear energy and accounting and control of nuclear materials
1. Noncompliance with or violation of normative of other legal acts regulating nuclear safety, physical protection of nuclear installations, nuclear materials and nuclear fuel cycle materials, radiation protection of activities with sources of ionising radiation in the area of nuclear energy and accounting and control of nuclear materials (except for administrative offences foreseen in Paragraph 3 of Article 47, Paragraph 1 and 2 of Article 127, Article 141, 242, 245, 322, 359, 360 and 546)

   shall incur warning or fine for persons from sixty euros to three hundred euros and fine for heads of economic entities or other responsible persons – from one hundred forty euros to six hundred euros.

2. The administrative offence foreseen in Paragraph 1 of this Article committed repeatedly,

   shall incur fine for persons from one hundred forty euros to six hundred euros and for heads of economic entities or other responsible persons – from five hundred euros to two thousand four hundred euros.

Article 322. Failure to comply with the State Nuclear Power Safety Inspectorate’s officers lawful demands (mandatory requirements) or other obstruction of activities performed by them

1. Failure to comply with the State Nuclear Power Safety Inspectorate’s officers lawful demands (mandatory requirements) to eliminate detected violations of requirements regulating nuclear safety, physical protection of nuclear installations, nuclear materials and nuclear fuel cycle materials, radiation protection of activities with sources of ionising radiation in the area of nuclear energy and accounting and control of nuclear materials in prescribed manner and conditions

   shall incur fine for heads of economic entities or other responsible persons from five hundred sixty euros to one thousand two hundred euros.

2. Failure to comply in prescribed manner and conditions with the State Nuclear Power Safety Inspectorate’s officers lawful demands (mandatory requirements) to suspend works within the time-limits set by the Head of the State Nuclear Power Safety Inspectorate and/or to shut-down the nuclear reactor, to decrease its capacity, to discontinue the operation of other equipment or activities

   shall incur fine for heads of economic entities or other responsible persons from one thousand four hundred euros to three thousand euros.

3. Other that the ones specified in Paragraphs 1 and 2 of this article and in Paragraph 1 of Article 505 obstruction of activities performed by the State Nuclear Power Safety Inspectorate’s officers

   shall incur warning or fine for heads of economic entities or other responsible persons from three hundred euros to five hundred sixty euros.

Article 359. Use of construction (or its premises) violating established requirements and (or) use of construction (or its premises) against their purpose

1. Use of construction (of its premises) violating the requirements foreseen in the Law on Constructions of the Republic of Lithuania and other laws and (or) use of construction (or its premises) against their purpose, except for cases when construction (or its premises) are used against their purpose on instances and in a manner provided by the Government of the Republic of Lithuania,

   shall incur fine from one hundred forty to one thousand five hundred euros.

2. The administrative offence foreseen in Paragraph 1 of this Article committed repeatedly,

   shall incur fine from two hundred euros to three thousand euros.
Article 360. Failure to follow technical maintenance regulations

1. Failure to follow technical maintenance regulations, except of violation foreseen in Paragraph 2 of this Article,
   shall incur warning or fine from sixty euros to three hundred euros.
2. Failure to apply measures foreseen in technical maintenance regulations for constructions in cases of dangerous deformations and a risk of collapse
   shall incur fine from three hundred euros to one thousand five hundred euros.
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Article 505. Obstruction for the authorised officials to implement their rights or perform their duties, noncompliance with lawful instructions and requirements of these officials as well as decisions of collegial bodies

1. Obstruction for the authorised officials to implement their rights prescribed by laws regulating their activity or perform their duties, noncompliance or improper compliance with lawful instructions and requirements of these officials as well as decisions (resolutions) of collegial bodies (denying access of the officials into the inspected area, premises (except human housing) or other objects, failure to provide information, data of documents to the officials or provision with incorrect or false information or data, refusal to explain or give data, concealment of documents, avoidance to arrive and provide explanations, etc.) except for the cases foreseen in Paragraph 1 of Article 224, Article 317, 318, 322, 506
   shall incur fine for persons from eighty euros to seven hundred eighty euros and for heads of economic entities or other responsible persons – from three hundred ninety euros to one thousand nine hundred fifty euros.
2. The administrative offence foreseen in Paragraph 1 of this Article committed repeatedly,
   shall incur fine for persons from seven hundred twenty euros to one thousand one hundred seventy euros and for heads of economic entities or other responsible persons – from one thousand one hundred euros to six thousand euros.

Article 507. Humiliation of honour and dignity of state politician, state official, public servant or person implementing functions of public administration

Humiliation of honour and dignity of state politician, state official, public servant or person implementing functions of public administration expressed in written, verbal form, by gesture, by offensive, aggressive, provocative or other behaviour,

shall incur fine from three hundred euros to six hundred euros.

Article 546. Intentional damage or tearing-off of a stamp (seal)

Intentional damage or tearing-off of a stamp (seal) placed by an competent officer, except for cases provided in Article 216 of this code,

shall incur fine from three hundred euros to six hundred euros.